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ABSTRACT 
It is proved that a matrix is almost normal if and only if its singular values are 
close to the absolute values of its eigenvalues. In the special case when the spectral 
norm and spectral radius are close, it is proved that the dominating eigenvalue is well 
conditioned. A refinement of a perturbation theorem by Henrici is proved, and its 
numerical behavior is compared with adaptations of the Gerschgorin theorem. It is 
specially devised for almost triangular matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of the present contribution is to study the relation between 
the eigenvalues Xi (A) and the singular values u,(A) of a square matrix A. For 
a positive definite matrix they are identical, and for a normal matrix, 
for a certain ordering of the eigenvalues. We are going to establish a relation 
between the closeness of the singular values to the absolute values of the 
eigenvalues and two measures of the non-normality of the matrix. 
The easiest thing is to prove that an almost normal matrix has its singular 
values close to the absolute values of its eigenvalues; that is established in 
Theorem 1. In Theorem 2 we consider the practically interesting case when 
the spectral norm and the spectral radius of the matrix are close together 
(that is, ui is close to [Ail) an d h s ow that then the first order perturbation of 
hi is small (that is, that Xi is a well-conditioned eigenvalue). 
The corresponding global result-that is, that the closeness of all the 
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singular values to the absolute values of corresponding eigenvalues implies a 
well-conditioned eigenvalue problem-is obvious, since then the departure 
from normality as defined by Henrici [3] is small. In Theorem 3 we finally 
give a perturbation theorem that bounds the sensitivity of the eigenvalues, if 
the departure from normality and a separation between the eigenvalues can 
be estimated. It has the desired limiting properties for almost normal 
matrices and strengthens the results of [3] in this case. 
Throughout this note we will order the singular values so that 
a,(A) > a,(A) > . . . > u,(A) > 0, 
and we will often use the following inequalities given by Fan [2]: 
uj(A+Z3)~u,(A)+ui(B), 
ui(AB) < u,(A)&?). 
Among all unitary invariant norms we single out the spectral norm 
(I) 
(2) 
and the Euclidean matrix (or Frobenius) norm 
For any matrix there exists the Schur triangular form 
A = UTUH= U(A+ M)UH, (3) 
where U is unitary and T upper triangular, with the eigenvalues of A 
appearing in any desirable order along the diagonal A. 
The departure from normality defined by Henrici [3] is given by 
A,(A):=inf)]M]]., 
where Y defines an arbitrary matrix norm, and the infimum is taken over all 
possible M appearing in 
2. THE THEOREMS 
THEOREM 1. ZfA is 
(9. 
diugonulizable: 
A=SIU-~, (4 
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then we can order the eigenvalues of A so that 
K(S)%,(A) < I&(A)\ < K(S)q(A), (5) 
where K(S)=a,(S)/u,(S) is the condition number of S. lf A has the 
dqarture of normality A, with respect to the spectral norm, then 
IdA)-lh(A)l(%. (6) 
Proof. Since u,(h) = I&(A)1 we can apply (2) to (4) and get (5). The 
second statement follows from application of (1) to the Schur triangular form 
(3). H 
THEOREM 2. Assume that 
and that 
u1- [AlI = &(I1 (7) 
u1 - (72 = SC?, > 3G (II. (8) 
Then the first order perturbation k, of A, can be bounded by 
lkll 6 l+&/(S-2@. (9) 
REMARK. The first order perturbation is given by 
k= llxll II ylll(rHy), 
where x and y is a pair of left and right eigenvectors. It is often denoted by 
ki = si-l. See [l] dr [4]. 
Proof. Arrange the Schur triangular form (3) so that 
T=[ “d ;,]=Tl+[ g ;I. 
Since uf is the maximal eigenvalue of TTH, it follows that 
~~~~~H~,,=l~,12+II~llX~ 
which implies that 
11 tll; <(a,+ IX1()Eul= (2- +u;. 
(10) 
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By (l), the singular values of T, are situated in the union of the intervals 
[‘i - II tl12,“i + II tl121* Th e interval around ur is disjoint from the others by (8), 
and this implies that ]h,( is the only singular value of Tr that is situated in 
that interval; all the others are in the interval 
Z,= Lo” - II%%+ ll~1121. 
This implies that not only all the singular values of T,,, but also the absolute 
values of all the eigenvalues of Ts2, are contained in Is, which means that A, 
is a simple eigenvalue of T, and h,Z- T,, is nonsingular. 
We also get the bound 
or(%) < a,+ Iltll,< ur-{~-[(2-+]1’2}u1 
= (A,( - (S - 2&“2)U, 
(note that [(2 - E)E]~/~ + E < 2.s’12), so that 
I@,Z- T22)-11(2<(6-2~‘/2)-1u~1 
Now we take x= e, as the right eigenvector of T and get the left eigenvector 
yl”=(l,t(X,Z- T&-l). 
To bound the norm of y we use the bound above to get 
II y1112=(1+ Il~llNv- T22)-w2 
( 1 
l/2 
< 1+ 
2.5 
(6-2e’q2 
which gives (9), since ]]~]]~=(x~y)=I. n 
If all the singular values are close to the absolute values of the corre- 
sponding eigenvalues, then we can bound the departure from normality, 
since 
AE(A)= (%~,?-C]h,)~)r’~ 
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A small departure from normality implies that the eigenvalue problem is well 
conditioned, since [3] 
(11) 
where Y=A~(A)/IIEII~ and g( y) is the positive solution of g + g2+ . . . 
+ g;“= y. 
For small y the factor in front of IIE II2 is close to 1, while for fixed A, and 
IIE 112+ 0 we get a bound of the order lIE II;/“. 
If we can assume that the eigenvalues of A are separated, then (11) can 
be replaced by a stronger bound: 
THEOREM 3. Assume that the circles given by (11) are separated so that 
m~~lh~(A)-+(A+E)~>c% (12) 
Then 
where 
k=A,(A)/& 
Proof. Let p be an eigenvalue of A + E, and let U be the unitary matrix 
that transforms A into the Schur triangular form (3) with the eigenvalue 
closest to p in the (fl,n) position. Then 
UH(A+E)U=A+M+F, 
where ]]F]] = IIE II, and since 
A-pI+M+F 
is singular, we must have 
ll(h-pI+ M)-1FI12> 1, 
ll(A-~I+M)-~llz> llFll2’~ 
But 
=(*_p~)-yz_K+K2- * * * +(-1)“-k-‘), 
(13) 
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where K = (A - pZ)-'M, since K n = 0. We can bound 
IIKIl,< llW~~I~j-~I GA,(A)/6=k 
because (M),, =0 and by (12). Th is, inserted in (13), implies that 
and 
II%?< lI(A-P~~-lllz( +g 
1 p--x,,1 G( +=$)lIEll~ 
3. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
It might be of interest to examine the bounds given in [3] and Theorem 3 
for the eigenvalues of an almost triangular matrix in comparison with what 
may be obtained by means of Gerschgorin circles or Cassini ovals (see 
[4]). For the matrix 
A=[$;;;;;j;_.;i9 
all three methods were able to isolate the eigenvalues, and we note from the 
results in Table 1 that the Gerschgorin theorem (applied to a diagonal 
similarity of A) and Theorem 3 gave comparable results. When the subdia- 
gonal elements of the matrix are larger, the Gerschgorin theorem is better, 
while for smaller subdiagonal elements Theorem 3 gives the better bounds. 
TABLE 1 
Perturbation hounds for eigenvalues of an almost triangular matrix 
Diagonal 
Element 
i 4 Gerschgorin Cassini Theorem 3 
1 10 l.l,,-4 3.1,,-2 3.41, - 3 
2 14 8.1,,-3 3.1,,-2 3.51, - 3 
3 17 7.2,, - 3 2.110-2 3.8,, - 3 
4 19 5.41, - 3 l.l,,-2 5.010-3 
5 20 4.0,,-4 4.110-4 4.910-3 
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This is all the more pronounced when a matrix closer to a defective one is 
tested: consider 
B= 
4 1 1 0 1 
E 2 0 0 2 
E E 1 0.05 0.05 
E E E 1.05 1 
E E E E 0.95 
with E = 10p5. Then we cannot isolate any of the eigenvalues by means of the 
Gerschgorin theorem, while the bound (11) is 0.30, isolating the three 
eigenvalues around 1 from the two others, after which Theorem 3 yields 
bounds 5. lop4 around 4 and 1.4. lo-’ around 2. It is obvious how the 
results of [3] could be generalized to yield bounds also for clusters of 
eigenvalues in cases like the matrix B above. 
It must be stressed, however, that this comparison involves only the 
simplest strategy for the Gerschgorin circle method, using diagonal similari- 
ties with only one element different from unity and circles based on the rows 
of the matrix. More sophisticated variants of the method based on 
Gerschgorin circles will make much better use of the information given, and 
separate all the eigenvalues of matrices like A and B above. 
The computations in the numerical examples were performed by Lennurt 
Gustafsson as a course assignment. 
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